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VISION
Our vision is to make people recognize
our kitchen sinks, to real, outstanding,
pieces of furniture, which are essential
to make the kitchen welcoming, functional and comfortable.

100%

MADE IN ITALY

MISSION
To achieve our vison, we are committed to pursue three goals:
QUALITY, DESIGN, CREATIVITY.
In other words: MADE IN ITALY.

HISTORY OF A SUCCESS
2003 - Plados and Telma join forces and experience to
give life to one of the production centers of composite material kitchen sinks most technically advanced in
the world.

The synergies between the two companies and
the verticalization of the production processes
have helped to optimize manufacturing costs and
reduce overhead costs allowing the two brands
to excel in the market.

WHO IS FABITA?
2010 - Starts our 50% shareholding with Fabita: A renowned producer of cooker hoods,
glass-ceramic/induction hobs, and many other
household appliances.

OUR STRENGHTS
• Wide range of 70 sinks models and 68 sinks colours
• Wide range of commercialized products, such as:
taps, appliances, stainless steel sinks...
• Internal chemistry lab committed to constant R&D
• International presence in about 45 countries

CERTIFICATIONS
100%

Our sinks are
guaranteed
up to 10 years

MADE IN ITALY

Our productive plants
are only in Italian territory

ISO 9001:2008

CERTIFICATO N. 791
UNI EN ISO 9001:2008
EA14

This certification defines the requirements for the implementation of a quality management system, which
aims to improve the effectiveness and efficiency in the manufacturing and service processes, to obtain and increase the customer satisfaction.

This certification attests that our products complies with standards and
guidelines of the sector, and highlights the quality, the elements of excellence and peculiarities that distinguish them.

MATERIALS

ULTRAQUARTZ
A mixture of atomized quartz and methyl
methacrylate are the magic ingredients of
our Ultraquartz material. Ultraquartz easily
withstands the daily action of hot pans, sharp
objects and aggressive agents.

microULTRAGRANIT
From the natural evolution of the ULTRAGRANIT, microULTRAGRANIT is born.
The very high surface concentration (more than 80%) of microparticles of
quartz and granite, is generated by a sophisticated process of sedimentation
during molding. This confers to the sink, extraordinary aesthetic characteristics
and a pleasing effect to the touch.

UltraMetal

100%

Durable colours

The metallescent particles, present in the mixture along with crystals of
quartz and granite, create on the surfaces of the sink a metallized finishing.
Cool colors, satin surfaces are making Ultrametal sinks suitable for modern
settings and matching stainless steel appliances, often found in the kitchen.

Antibacterial
UltraVitro

Heat-resistant

Impact-resistant

Stain-resistant

All the charm and praticity of the glass in sinks manufactured with
this kind of raw material, consisting of a mixture of microparticles
of glass. ULTRAVITRO sinks is highly hygienic, beautiful, durable
and unalterable. Ideal for modern, elegant and refined kitchens.

Naturstone

Scratch-resistant

Easy to clean

Food-safe

Precious natural stones are used to confer to this
finishing a luxurious effect. The precious minerals
used, give a unique appearance and natural and
vivid colors. A Naturstone sink has an unsurpassed
hardness, does not scratch and does not change
over time.

INNOVATIONS
SILVER ION ANTIBACTERIAL

WATER DROP
α›90˚
α

EASY TO CLEAN
HYDROPHOBIC SURFACES

A NANOTECHNOLOGY
TO PURIFY THE AIR

How does Microstop® works?
Microstop® is based on natural silver ions, and gives
a constant protection against bacterial proliferation.
The antiseptic action of silver was already known by the
ancient Egyptians, who already used it both in water filtering and conservation! The silver ions released from the
composite material, can penetrate the membranes of
bacteria, blocking the activity and bacterial replication. Today, clinical studies have demonstrated the broad-spectrum bactericidal action of silver ions which, moreover, are completely non-toxic.
Microstop®, antibacterial protection based on natural silver ions is present in the whole mass of the sink,
does not reduce its action with the
subsequent washings, nor
with time or wear.

Sink without
UltraClean®
water drop
α‹90˚

α

THE LOTUS EFFECT
In Asian religions, the lotus flower is considered
a symbol of pureness. Maybe because although
immersed in muddy waters, the lotus keeps itself
clean. For this reason it has been taken as object of
study. Our researchers have replicated its behavior in
the outstanding “self-cleaning” surfaces of our sinks.
From the surface of the lotus leaves, bacteria, spores,
mud, and oily substances in nature are washed
away from purely mechanical action of the rain. The
UltraClean® technology makes the surface of the sink
“hydrophobic”, in other words, the drops of water
in contact with the sink not shatter but slip away.

Sink with
UltraClean®
water drop
α›90˚

α

On a hydrophobic surface
the water drop does not
flatten but slips away

The surface is highly wet.
The water drops flattens or
shatters on the surface.

ARIAPURA nanoTECHNOLOGY
AIR
PURIFYING
SINKS
“ARIAPURA” identifies the sinks provided with Titanium Dioxide nanoparticles. This natural component, in presence of natural or artificial
light, activates a phenomenon called “PHOTOCATALYSIS”.
This process transforms organic and inorganic pollutants, often
present in the kitchen, in harmless mineral salts. A sink provided with
“ARIAPURA“ performs a triple action:

• ANTI-POLLUTING • ANTIBACTERIAL • SELF-CLEANING

ANTIPOLLUTING
ANTIBACTERIAL
SELF-CLEANING

LUX
A kitchen sink has never been so stylish.
The large basins can be hidden by closing two sliding crystal chopping boards; this creates an elegant and refined
continuity with the worktop.

STAINLESS STEEL
COLANDER

RECTANGULAR
OVERFLOW

DRAIN COVER

LX8620

CHRYSTAL CHOPPING BOARDS
AVAILABLE IN: WHITE - BLACK - MIRROR

ANTIPOLLUTING
ANTIBACTERIAL
SELF-CLEANING

ELEGANCE
A few thin lines defining an outstanding
design. ELEGANCE series is a concentrate
of style and modernity. The squared
shapes and a completely flat upper
edge allow the use of these models
also for under-mount and flush-mount
installation.

100% ANTIBACTERIAL

NAIKY
Young, original and complete. Naiky series has clean and essential shapes, a unique design of the drainer, very wide and
deep basin.

100% ANTIBACTERIAL

CORAX
Details making the difference. Refinement expressed through design. A complete series suited to modern and trendy
kitchens. Deep and wide basins take shape from well defined geometries.

SPAZIO
Classics never die. This complete evergreen series suits classic or country style settings. Well balanced between form and
functions, has deep and large basins, and
can be enriched with several accessories.

100% ANTIBACTERIAL

TAPS

POLYTEK ECOFRIENDLY TAPS
Made with innovative techno-polymers, the new Polytek mixers are a novelty and uniqueness in the market of taps. The big advantage of a Poly-tech
mixer is that it's made up of completely non-toxic materials, recyclable
and suitable for contact with food. As these materials do not contain
heavy metals such as lead, they are not releasing them during use. A Polytek
mixer is also equipped with the patented Semplifix system, allowing fast assembly from above. A very lightweight product at a very competitive price.
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ADVANTAGES
• Completely non-toxic materials. Does not contain heavy metals such as lead
• Equipped with the patented Semplifix system, allowing fast assembly
• Lightweight product
• Competitive price
• Made with recyclable materials
• Anallergic, suitable for contact with food
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APPLIANCES & colour matching sets

PLADOS S.p.A. - Via Grazia Deledda, 3
62010 MONTECASSIANO (MC) ITALY
Tel. +39 0733 290592
Fax +39 0733 298070

DELTA S.r.l. - Via Grazia Deledda, 3
62010 MONTECASSIANO (MC) ITALY
Tel. +39 0733 290561
Fax +39 0733 290593

e-mail: info@plados.it
www.plados.it

e-mail: info@telmacucina.it
www.telmacucina.it

